
National Average Mortgage Rates

Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 7.16% +0.01 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.64% +0.01 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.62% +0.01 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.40% +0.01 0.00

5/1 ARM 7.33% -0.01 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 7.09% -0.35 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.38% -0.38 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.24% +0.11 0.66

15 Yr. Fixed 6.75% +0.11 0.64

30 Yr. FHA 7.01% +0.11 0.94

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.45% +0.05 0.56

5/1 ARM 6.64% +0.12 0.87
Rates as of: 5/10

Recent Housing Data
Value Change

Mortgage Apps Apr 24 196.7 -2.67%

Building Permits Mar 1.46M -3.95%

Housing Starts Mar 1.32M -13.15%

New Home Sales Mar 693K +4.68%

Pending Home Sales Feb 75.6 +1.75%

Existing Home Sales Feb 3.97M -0.75%

Covid Pandemic Making "Virtual"
Inspections a Reality
In its early April survey of builders for its Housing Market Index the National
Association of Home Builders (NAHB) added questions about the impact of
the pandemic on construction. While many states have limited "non-
essential" business activity, the Department of Homeland Security's guidance
has given state and local governments the option of classifying residential
construction as essential and many have done so.

NAHB asked builders whether construction was allowed in the areas where
they build and 78 percent responded in the affirmative. But, even where
construction is permissible, effects of COVID-19 may inhibit it or at least
slow it down and as NAHB pointed out earlier, at least half of homebuilders
have put projects on hold.

One potential problem is the need for construction inspections. NAHB has
determined that construction of a single family home requires a median of
eight different inspections and some require 15 or more. Many local
governments have closed offices or required employees to work from home
and some inspectors may be reluctnt to do site visits. Eighty-two percent of
builders told NAHB that the pandemic has had a noticeable, adverse effect on
how long it takes the local building department to respond to their inspection
requests.

There are two ways in which local building departments may try to alleviate
the problems. They can contract with third parties to conduct the inspections
or allow virtual ones. Contracting is not unusual, 23 percent of respondents
said those were standard operating procedure before the crisis. Only another
4 percent indicated that this has been a recent occurrence in response to the
pandemic. However, one-fifth of builders say their local building
departments have started to allow virtual inspections in response to the
current emergency.
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Builder Confidence Mar 51 +6.25%

Value Change

 

Paul Emrath, writing in NAHB's Eye on Housing blog, says "Keeping residential construction going during the virus-induced
shutdown has a number of benefits to the U.S. economy, including generating enough work to keep 2.9 employees working
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